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Multi-User
With the new “Model share” technology, users can work in a Multi-user
mode to speed up projects.

The “Model share” technology improves the speed of projects by allowing
multiple users work on the same project.
Users can display only the elements they work on thus improving display
performance.
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Connections can be created on elements used by different users.
This Advance Steel “Multi-user” functionality is extremely secure since a
user cannot modify an element already locked by another user.
Some checking tools let users see who checked out a part of the structure
to work on it. This is controlled easily graphically with colors highlighting
the elements checked out by a selected user.
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Multi user 1: Multi-user specific toolbar
A “Multi-user” toolbar can be displayed from the “Advance Steel” toolbar.

Multi user 2: Multi-user “Check out” command
Any user who has access to the Master model can check out elements to
modify.
This “Check out” can be done in several ways:
•

Selected elements (by picking them or by a window selection)

•

Using the Search tool (with criteria)

Also the user can partially check out elements, which allow just a partial
loading of their properties.

Multi user 3: Multi-user “Check in” command
The user can check in elements, so that all users connected to the Master
model can see the progress in the modeling.
Each user sees a message on the bottom-right of the screen.
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Multi user 4: Multi-user “Hide” command
Users can decide to see only their checked out elements, so that only part
of the model is visible.

Note: Display only some elements improves display performance.

Multi user 5: Multi-user “Checking” command
Any user can see who is working on elements.

The elements from the model are colored based on the user who has them
locked.

Multi user 6: Multi-user “Security” warnings
To avoid having multiple users work on the same element, warning
messages appear if a user wants to access an object already completely
checked out by another user.
Also if any actions are started on the Master model (e.g., numbering,
workshop or general arrangement drawing creation), a warning message
informs the user if some elements are still checked out.
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Modeling
Model 1: Grating

Modeling:
Users can create standard rectangular Grating elements either with their
central point or with 2 diagonals points.

For situations where non-standard grating elements are required, users
can create “polygonal” gratings.
This can be done by picking points and by selecting an AutoCAD® polyline
to convert it to a polygonal Grating.

All functions used for Plates can be also applied to Gratings, like split, add
a chamfer, create an opening, etc.
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Catalogs:
Complete catalogs from main providers of Germany, UK, France, USA,
Canada and Poland are included by default.
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Representation:
The user can decide between different types of Hatches to represent the
top face of the Grating elements.
AutoCAD® hatches or customized hatches can be used.

Drawings:
The grating elements are displayed on general arrangement drawings.
A specific symbol is used for the orientation of each grating element.
Some hatches can be displayed, and their scale can be adjusted to provide
clear floor plan views on drawings.

BOMs:
A Grating list is available to obtain the quantity grating elements with their
characteristics, length, width, etc.
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Model 2: Bolts create holes
There is an intelligent link between bolts and holes, so that bolts
automatically create the right holes, e.g. a countersunk bolt creates
automatically a countersunk hole with the corresponding parameters.

The hole properties can be viewed from their dialog box properties, but
cannot be changed by the user as they are controlled by the bolt itself.
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Model 3: Bolts and holes distances checking
The “Semantic” tool is the perfect user helper to automatically detect if
some bolts/holes are too close to each other, or if they are outside the
part(s) they should connect.
The result can be displayed graphically in the 3D model or on the
command line.
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Model 4: New compound beam types
Advance Steel 2009 provides new types for compound beams:
-

Welded beams – half column
Welded beams – half I + T
Welded beams – column I + 2T

The user has the option to select if the compound beam must be
considered as 1 beam or as several beams for the workshop drawings, the
BOMs and the NC-DSTV files.
Advance Steel joints can be applied to these Compound beams (e.g., Base
Plate joint, Flange Haunch joint, Stiffener joint, etc.).
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Model 5: More options for Copy command
The Advance Steel Copy command can be used in a continuous way like
the AutoCAD® copy command.

Model 6: More options for “Create by template”
With the Advance Steel Create by template command, users can copy
Joints efficiently and quickly.
If the user needs to copy the same Joint (e.g. Base Plate joint) at several
locations (e.g. different columns), the extended “Create by template”
command from the “Joints” toolbar can be used in a continuous way like
the AutoCAD® copy command.
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Model 7: New sections available
Several new sections have been added to the Advance Steel profiles
library: JANSEN, FORSTER, RP TECHNIK, etc.
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These types of section are mainly used for doors and windows made of
steel.
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Model 8: New cladding ARCELOR-MITTAL sections
Several cladding sections have been added or updated, so the complete
ARVAL (cladding and roof profiles provider company which is part of the
ARCELOR-MITTAL group) catalog is available in Advance Steel.

These cladding sections are also available directly within the cladding
macro and can be chosen from the Section class drop-down list.
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Model 9: Trim / extend commands
It has never been so easy to model beams.
With a few clicks, the user can use Trim or Extend (or even let Advance
Steel to do it automatically) to trim or extend any beam to a boundary
beam, including a curved beam!
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Joints and Structural Elements
Joints 1: New Base Plate Joint
With the new joint for Base Plates, Advance Steel users have plenty of new
options to define their Base Plates.
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Joints 2: New Shear Splice Plate Joint
A new joint is available to connect a secondary beam to a main beam with
a splice on the shear plate of the main beam.
The sandwich plate can be on the left, on the right or on both sides.
It can be bolted or welded to each beam.
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Joints 3: New Platform (toe) Joint
A new joint is available to connect a secondary beam to a main beam with
plates or a Tee profile.
The end plate can be placed outside the flanges or inside the flanges (of
the main beam).
The user can use a Tee (instead of plates).
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Joints 4: New HSS Bracing Joints for 2 and 3 diagonals
Two new joints are available to connect diagonals made of tubes to a main
beam via a bolted or welded gusset.
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Joints 5: New Direct bolting Joint
A new “Direct bolting” joint is available to connect a secondary beam on
the top of another beam by creating bolts at the gauge lines intersection.
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Joints 6: New Lap Joints
New “Lap” joints are available for Flats and for L angles.
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Joints 7: New Cold rolled Joints
Advance Steel provides new Joints for cold rolled profiles (e.g. used as
purlins).
The following Joints are available:
-

“Single purlin” Joint, to connect a purlin to a beam

-

“Double purlin” Joint, to connect two purlins to a beam

-

“Non continuous” Joint, to connect a floor beam (or a purlin) to a
continuous beam

-

“Single purlin hip” Joint, to connect a purlin to a hip beam

-

“Double purlin hip” Joint, to connect two purlins to a hip beam
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In the Joint dialog box, the user can choose the type of connection
between the Wing plate and the hip rafter (welded, bolted plate, welded
plate, etc.).
All bolt characteristics can be defined and slotted holes can be selected to
help the erection at the site.
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Joints 7: New options in Flange Haunch Joint
The new version provides new options for placing stiffeners, both on the
column and on the rafter.

If the model contains curved beams, the Flange Haunch Joint also works if
the rafter is curved.
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Joint Design
Joint Design 1: EC3 Joint Design
Advance Steel includes Joint Design according to EC3 rules for the most
commonly used Joints.
The Joints are:
•

“Haunch flange” joint

•

“Shear Plate” joint

•

“Clip angle” joint

•

“Clip angle skewed” joint

•

“Single Side Endplate” joint

•

“Double Side Endplate” joint

•

“Moment End Plate” joint

•

”Single Gusset Plate” joint

•

“Double Gusset Plate” joint

•

“Triple Gusset Plate” joint

The user must enter the forces in the dialog box, and then click the “Check”
button to immediately know if the joint passes the EC3 checking.
As a result, the user gets a report that can be printed or sent to anyone by
email.
This report contains all the checking done for all the components for the
joint (e.g., bolt diameters, bolt distances, end plate thickness, weld
thickness, etc.)
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Joint Design 2: AISC Joint Design
Advance Steel 2009 provides new joints, which include Joint Design
according to AISC rules.
This new joints are the “Bracing to column and base plate” and the “Single
gusset plate bracing”.
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Numbering
Numbering 1: User settings
New options have been added to provide more flexibility when numbering!
In each element properties, the user can select in the dialog box which
properties provide a different number to similar elements.
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Document Manager
DM 1: Speed improvements
The Advance Steel 2009 version has many speed improvements,
especially when the user opens the Document Manager.
The opening takes only a few seconds, even for projects that contain
hundreds of drawings or NC-DSTV files.

DM 2: Necessary drawings flagged for update
The Document Manager automatically detects only the drawings which
need an update.
This is a very secure process since users know in real time the drawings
that need to be updated and need to be issued again (e.g. for fabrication).
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DM 3: Automatic update for BOMs
The Document Manager checks if BOMs are up-to-date or need an
automatic update.
If BOMs are up-to-date, they are placed in the “Current” branch of the
Document Manager (see the figure below, on the left).
If BOMs need an automatic update, they are placed in the “Update
required” branch.
Then with the “Update” button, the user can automatically update the
necessary BOMs.
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DM 4: Automatic update for NC-DSTV files
The Document Manager checks if NC-DSTV files are up-to-date or need
an automatic update.
If NC-DStV files are up-to-date, they are placed in the “Current” branch of
the Document Manager (see the figure below, on the left).
If NC-DStV files need an automatic update, they are placed in the “Update
required”.
Then with the “Update” button, the user can automatically update the
necessary NC-DStV files.
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Drawings
Draw 1: Speed improvements
The speed to create the workshop drawings has been significantly
improved in Advance Steel 2009.
This includes single part drawings and assembly drawings.

The speed to modify some view settings within a drawing has also been
improved.
The creation of cut views or a modification of the scale is much faster than
in previous versions.
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Draw 2: Automatic dimensions of saw cuts
A saw cut at the end of a beam is automatically dimensioned as required
by workshops.

The user can change the helpline color and enter text within the drawing
using a dialog box.
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Draw 3: Perfect placement of the Advance Steel dimensions
The relative and absolute dimensions (if required) are automatically placed
so that they do not overlap each other and give a clear workshop drawing
where the user does not need to manually move incorrectly placed
dimensions.

Draw 4: Automatic dimension of environment parts
The environment parts can be dimensioned automatically on drawings.
Users can have the contour points, the median line or the system line of
the main beam dimensioned.
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Draw 5: Better weld symbol size and placement
The width size of weld symbols is automatically calculated depending on
the weld label content, and the weld symbol is placed much closer to the
labeled objects.
This provides much clearer drawings when users decide to display weld
symbols (e.g. on assembly drawings).

Draw 6: Object level on anchor drawing
It is possible to add the bottom level (and the top level) of, for example,
base plates, which is useful if all base plates are not at the same level. This
can be added afterwards in the drawing, or this can be configured in the
drawing styles (specific configuration used during the drawing creation).

Draw 7: Orientation labels keep their moved position during an
update
If a drawing needs to be updated, the labels previously moved by the user
keep their position within the drawing.
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Draw 8: Automatic cut view naming
If the user deletes a Cut view and creates a new one, the number of the
deleted cut view can automatically be reused, in order to have no gap in
the cut view numbering.
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Draw 9: Cut views size can be modified afterwards
In a drawing, the user can modify the cut view size and depth in the
properties dialog box.
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Draw 10: View borders can be printed
The green frames around the views on drawings can be printed to get a
printed border around each view.

The user must activate the “Detail Frame Visibility” default and set the
layer to “Plot-able”.
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Lists
Lists 1: Saw cut list
A saw cut list can be obtained automatically with clear pictures for a better
understanding.

The pictures are automatically created to give a clear explanation of how
the beams must be cut at the workshop, reflecting if it has saw cuts on the
web or on the flange or both.
Only the beams that have saw cuts are listed in this list, the elements that
have no cuts or straight cuts are not listed.

Lists 2: Anchor list
An anchor list can be issued in addition to the traditional bolt list.
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Lists 3: More sorting options
The user has many more options for sorting the columns in lists.

Lists 4: External DSTV List
An external list can be created for each assembly workshop drawing.
The user can configure the prototypes so that an external list is created
when the drawing is created.

The obtained list gives a result according to the DSTV standard.
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NC Files
NC Files 1: New tokens for DXF-DSTV files
Users can obtain their DXF-DSTV files with more information in the file
name.

This file name customization can help to classify the files within Explorer
before giving them for fabrication at the workshop.
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Miscellaneous
•
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Advance Steel 2009 can be installed in Romanian and also in
Japanese.
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UK Localisation
The following fixes and new features have been developed for UK
Advance Steel users in conjunction with our local resellers.

UK 1: Profiles
•

Corus sections in Advance Steel have been updated for the
latest section database made available from SCI.

•

Additional Flat profiles added.

•

Hot rolled rectangular and square hollow sections updated with
root radius values at corners.

UK 2: Hot rolled joints
•

Options for different flange and web weld sizes in cranked beam
joint

•

Cranked beam joint updated for lower weld thickness.

•

Base plate macro enhancement to allow removal of any corner
bolt(s).

•

Fixes for End plate (Bolt Inverted Horizontal offset Fix).

•

New tab plate offset option for tubular brace joints.

•

Beam on post macro - default value for pack plate set to zero,
which was incorrectly creating 10 mm thickness by default.

•

JMDE update to work for any location of data folder (while
installation of AS).

UK 3: Cold rolled macros
•

In Purlin joint the option to un-tick bolts for collision control under
behaviour tab has been allowed for user editing.

•

BWI profiles and support table updates for mezzanine floor
macro and floor beam joints.

•

Kingspan UK updates - support tables updated for profiles and
macros (new accessory macros and CAM are in progress).
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•

Graitec purlin macro tables updated to create new Kingspan
profiles.

•

Banro cold rolled sections have been changed to “Kingspan
Offsite” having become part of the Kingspan group. The relevant
updates for profiles, mezzanine floor macros and prototypes
have been made.

•

Hi-Span CAM update.

•

Hi-Span and Metsec side macros updated for connection
between bracings and rail cleat with new options.

•

Metsec CAM update for moving floor beams to the “Drawings
reqd.txt” file.

•

Metsec cold rolled system has been updated for the new
manuals and involves updates in profiles, roof, side, apex and
vertical rail at column macros and CAM. An update for inset
cleats will be issued in Service Pack 1.

•

Metsec Eaves Hanger fix.

•

SSL (Structural Sections Ltd.) cold rolled system has been
updated. Complete review of all profiles and accessories. New
roof anti sag macro, side anti sag macro, apex tie macro, vertical
rail at column macro and CAM functionality.

•

Single and double trimmer cleat macros have been updated for
using a hot rolled cleat in the connection as an option in addition
to the standard cold rolled cleats.

•

Trimmer base cleat macro update to use a hot rolled cleat if
required.

UK 4: Drawings
•

Various drawing style updates.

•

Kingspan drawing process updated to suit their changes.

UK 5: Miscellaneous
•
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Help files are updated for the latest development updates for
CADS functionality.
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